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Abstract—Routing protocols for vehicular ad hoc networks resort to clustering to optimize network performance. In existing
proposals, cluster-heads are chosen based on various metrics
such as the number of its direct neighbors, the quality of the
links, etc. Other clustering techniques consider the geographic
environment of the roads, and they choose one cluster-head for
each space subdivision. The clustering scheme proposed in this
work combines the information on road configuration, vehicle
mobility and link quality in order to build a structure similar
to vehicular network infrastructure, while relying only on the
vehicles. The evaluations show that this scheme allows creating
and maintaining during a significant time a small number of
stable connected groups, in most cases, just one in each traffic
direction. This clustering scheme can be integrated into any
reactive, proactive, or geographic ad hoc routing protocol in order
to optimize the flooding and simplify route maintenance. And it
allows the routing protocol to operate without any global location
information service.
Keywords–Clustering; Routing protocols; Cooperative vehicles;
V2V; VANET; Performance evaluation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the wide deployment of 3G/4G infrastructures, new
mobile services are proposed to drivers through smartphones
or built-in car devices. The concept of the connected vehicle
and that of the autonomous vehicle are now effective at least
in real-world testing. The development of both the IEEE
802.11p and the upcoming 5G includes machine-to-machine
direct communications, which also refers to vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications. In
this context, enhancing vehicular ad hoc network (VANET)
routing protocols is mandatory to ensure that this paradigm
will play its role in future intelligent transportation systems.
The routing protocol can lead to either a flat topology, without
hierarchy [1], or a clustered topology, with a node hierarchy.
Clustering is one important technique that can be used by
ad hoc routing protocols to optimize network management.
A cluster is a virtual division of the network into groups.
Resorting to clusters optimizes the range of packet flooding
by limiting the packet transmission to one or more clusters.
A cluster includes different types of nodes. The group
leader is called “cluster-head”. Its “ordinary member” nodes
are connected to the cluster-head. “Gateway nodes” are members of several clusters, thus making a link between them. The
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clustering schemes can generate separated clusters (without
gateway nodes) or not. Clustering methods are active, passive,
or hybrid. In active clustering, dedicated control messages are
sent for cluster management. In passive clustering, clusters
are created on demand when data need to be transmitted. In
hybrid clustering, information needed for cluster management
is added to the packets. The clustering size is also characterized
by the number of hops. For instance, in one-hop clusters, each
member node is directly connected to its cluster-head.
Over two decades, many clustering schemes have been
proposed in order to enhance the performance of ad hoc routing
protocols according to various link or node metrics [2]–[4].
Especially in the case of VANET, the road traffic environment
and the velocity due to vehicle mobility are important factors in
the design of a clustering scheme. In order to evolve from the
plethora of existing approaches towards standardized solutions,
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
has recently published the Geonetworking requirements [5]
that fix the design guidelines of VANET architecture.
This work presents an approach inspired by infrastructurebased vehicular networks. The proposed hybrid clustering
scheme leads to an emerging structure, a virtual backbone in
the VANET, similar to that obtained with Road Side Units
(RSUs) deployed along the roads equipped for vehicular communications. In this way, any routing protocol that uses this
clustering scheme can operate in both infrastructure-based and
infrastructure-less VANET. When operating in infrastructureless mode, the structure built by the proposed clustering
scheme aims to offer a stable link service between the nodes
for the applications, despites the high mobility of the VANET
nodes. In addition, the CBL clustering scheme uses only
the position and velocity information of the closest node
neighborhood. Therefore, unlike most the geographic-based
routing protocols, no global knowledge of the locations of the
nodes is needed, and any global location service that would
require an infrastructure is not necessary. The structure built
by CBL allows the routing protocol supplying unicast and
broadcast message exchange.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
a related work on clustering schemes for ad hoc networks,
especially VANETs. Section III depicts the clustering scheme
designed for VANET in this work. Section IV deals with its
performance evaluation. We finally conclude.
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II.

R ELATED WORK

Many clustering methods for mobile applications were
first studied for Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs) [6]–
[10]. The Lowest ID and the Highest Degree methods [6]
offer good performance in MANET, but they do not consider
mobility. An attempt to introduce mobility in the cluster-head
election by considering the distances between the nodes is
achieved through the Mobility Based Clustering method [8].
However, in highly dynamic ad hoc networks, it is necessary
to combine several criteria, which leads to the proposal of the
Weighted Clustering Algorithm [9] based on a weighted sum of
several criteria values. Current studies introduce the notion of
communication interest among devices as an extra parameter in
the Weighted Clustering Algorithm, such as in [11] using the
communication interest among MANET nodes, the physical
proximity, and the energy availability to create coalitions.
MANET nodes are distributed randomly in the space without
favoring a geographical direction. But, VANET nodes are
subject to mobility constraints such as road infrastructure with
specific rules, strong variations in relative speeds between
the vehicles, etc. Therefore, the studies that adapt clustering schemes to VANETs pay attention to the development
of relatively time-stable clusters. Two main approaches can
be found. The first one does not introduce logical relations
between the clusters, and is based on a cost function [12]–[18],
or a fuzzy logic function [19]. The second approach creates
logical connections between the clusters through an optimal
set of relay nodes [20]–[23], defined as a backbone, in order
to improve the traditional forwarding scheme. However, most
of these studies focus on the way the cluster-head is chosen at
network level, without considering the special features of road
applications in a global system approach.
With this in mind, the Dynamic Backbone Assisted protocol [20] uses either the distance or the communication rate
as the metric to elect the cluster-head; [22] the distance;
the BackBone Routing protocol [21] the speed, the traffic
direction, and the quality of transmission; the Connected
Dominating Set-Stable Virtual Backbone [23] the speed, the
distance, and the direction. [23] searches for cluster-heads
having low speeds to stabilize the chain structure. [20]–[22]
consider the transmission range R as a relevance zone where
there is a cluster-head [20], or a cluster-head between two
associated cluster nodes located at borders of R to enable
communication with two other clusters [21], or four clusterheads distributed every 14 R [22]. [23] puts no constraint in
terms of number of cluster-heads. Furthermore, [21] introduces
the notion of upstream and downstream message transmissions.
The scheme proposed in this paper will lead to the construction of a single backbone in each traffic direction, formed
with cluster-heads that are dynamically chosen by the other
nodes in order to form and stabilize a structure over time. As in
[23], no condition will be put on the number of cluster-heads.
Unlike [20]–[23], no thresholds other than temporal thresholds
will be applied. Unlike [11], to obtain application-independent
backbones and to preserve the collaboration between nodes,
the idea of communication interest among vehicles or devices
of vehicles is not considered. Also, the notions of upstream
and downstream relays [18] will be exploited.
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III. CBL CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
The Chain-Branch-Leaf (CBL) clustering scheme designed
in this work builds a backbone that will allow both the
communications in close neighborhood, and remote communications between distant vehicles according to the specific needs
of each application. Communication between close vehicles
will be necessary for on-board functions (sensor functions,
geo-localization, extended perception, etc.) that will have to
share variables periodically (speed, acceleration, positioning
information, etc.) for their inner process. Such variables will
be useful to coordinate the relative movements of vehicles
in future autonomous systems. Communication over long
distance will be necessary for distributed applications that
need to forward messages, upstream or downstream the traffic
flow, to remote vehicles. As an example, forwarding messages
upstream can help prevent a risk of bottleneck, and transmitting
messages downstream can allow vehicles to inform about the
approach of a priority vehicle (police car, fire truck).
A. Assumptions
We assume that each vehicle is equipped with a GPS that
enables self-localization, also that it can determine its speed.
It also has a wireless ad hoc communication card (802.11p for
an example) enabling communication with the other vehicles
up to a certain range in line-of-sight.
B. Definitions
CBL is a hybrid distributed algorithm: each communication
node initiates its own process. It creates a hierarchy between
the nodes in order to build 1-hop clusters so that each node
of a cluster can directly communicate to the cluster-head
without going through another intermediary node. CBL can
be implemented inside any ad hoc routing protocols. It uses
Hello messages such as those supplied by OLSR to build its
hierarchical structure. However, other ad hoc routing protocol
can be used in adding beacon messages to it if such periodic
messages are not already provided.
U pstream packet

Downstream packet

LEGEND

Eastbound
Leaf node

1-hop cluster

Branch node

Link chain

Intra-cluster link

Figure 1. Example of a situation on a three-lane one-way highway

Some definitions are specified as follows:
•

A branch node (Fig. 1) is a cluster-head node that
is elected by other nodes (branch or leaf). It emits
HELLO messages like every node, but it is the only
one allowed to emit topology control messages (TC),
to forward application messages, and to participate in
the construction of a chain. In order to control the
propagation of a message, based on the application
request specified in the header fields, a branch node
can forward it to:
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◦
◦
◦
◦

•

•

•

•

its leaf nodes;
upstream branch node;
downstream branch node;
all branch nodes (including branch nodes of
another traffic direction).
Our CBL implementation assumes that these destination options are coded into the link code of the original
format of the packets defined in OLSR protocol [24].
A leaf node is an ordinary node which tries to connect
itself to the closest branch node. If no branch node
is detected, the leaf node elects the neighbor moving
with the lowest speed and in the same traffic direction,
as a branch. A leaf node sends both HELLO and
application messages of which it is the originator.
A chain is a virtual backbone made up of a sequence
of branch nodes. Ideally, one chain should be created
per traffic direction. On longitudinal road context such
as highways, the chains behave as a virtual backbone
similar to the one that should be obtained with an
infrastructure. It offers to its branch nodes a path to
forward application messages over long distance.
BranchChoice is a field added in the HELLO message
and containing the address of the elected branch to
which the HELLO originator node is connected.
The Connection Time (CT) is the time during which
two nodes Ni and Nj could communicate if they
kept the same speed. This metric, also called “contact
time”, has been used in [25]–[27]. CT is approximated
using (1). This equation takes into account the positions of the nodes ([Xi , Yi ] for the node Ni and
[Xj , Yj ] for the node Nj ) their speeds (Vi for the node
Ni and Vj for the node Nj ), and the maximum radio
range (Rmax ):
CT =

n

a
c

−(ab + cd) +

p

2
(a2 + c2 ) ∗ Rmax
− (ab − bc)2

a2 + c2
=
=

Vi cos(σi ) − Vj cos(σj )
Vi sin(σi ) − Vj sin(σj )

b
d

=
=

(1)

Xi − Xj
Yi − Yj

C. HELLO message
Ad hoc network initialization is triggered by the emission
of HELLO messages (the beacons) at node level. The Time-ToLive (TTL) value of the HELLO messages is set at 1 to contain
its broadcast in the 1-hop neighborhood. At CBL network
initialization, there is no chain, no branch, and every node
are leaf nodes.
The following information concerning the sender node is
added to standard HELLO messages:
•
•

•
•
•

its current location X,Y in Cartesian coordinates (coming from the longitude and latitude in GPS data);
its current speed V and its steering angle σ, which
provides the node direction (extracted from the onboard computer or GPS data for example);
its current type: leaf or branch node;
the elected branch node (BranchChoice) to which it is
connected;
the elected upstream branch node to which it is
connected (if type=branch) or empty (if type=leaf);
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•
•
•

the elected downstream branch node to which it is
connected (if type=branch) or empty (if type=leaf);
the current list of its 1-hop neighbors with link types;
the validity time timestamp (Vtime) that indicates
the validity period of the information contained in a
HELLO message.

D. Local 1-hop neighbor and node internal variables
When processing HELLO messages, each node creates
and maintains a local table containing the list of its 1hop neighbors. We introduce a variable called “Elected” to
distinguish in the table whether the neighbor has elected the
node either as a branch (the neighbor is a leaf) or as a branch
in its chain (the neighbor is a branch). In this case, the variable
“Elected” is set at true. Otherwise, it is set at false. This table
contains the neighbor addresses and for each neighbor: the
link type (UNSPEC if unspecified, LOST if the link is lost,
ASYM if the communication link is unidirectional, and SYM
if the communication link is bidirectional), the timestamp T1
of the last HELLO messages received from the neighbor, the
timestamp T2 when the link became symmetric, its position
(X,Y), its speed (V), its direction (σ), and its type (branch or
leaf). The table also includes for each neighbor the value of
the “Elected” variable.
Each node records and maintains internal variables. These
latter are the addresses of the elected upstream and downstream
branch nodes, the addresses of BranchChoice, and the timestamp T3. T3 contains the date of a the last HELLO message
received from any leaf or branch node that elected it as a relay
branch node.
E. CBL scheme
Each reception of a HELLO message by a node Ni
and coming from a neighbor node Nj triggers the following
procedure (Fig. 2).
1) Algorithm 1. Update the 1-hop neighbor table: CBL
scheme uses the same algorithm than the OLSR protocol to
update the 1-hop neighbor table and link type. Moreover, it
checks for each neighbor in the table if the duration elapsed
since the last HELLO message received from it (recorded in
Initialization
after receiving the message HELLO

Algorithm 1 :
Update of the 1-hop neighbor table

Algorithm 2 :
Turn leaf into branch

T ype.Ni = branch

No

No

T ype.Ni = branch

Algorithm 3 :
Leaf processing

Yes

No

Algorithm 5 :
Turn branch into leaf

T ype.Ni = branch

END
Yes

Yes

Algorithm 4 :
Branch processing

Figure 2. Procedure applied when receiving a HELLO message
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timer T1) is higher than Vtime. In that case, the neighbor is
removed from the table.
2) Algorithm 2. Turn leaf into branch: when a neighbor
Nj has chosen Ni as a branch (the BranchChoice of Nj is set
at the address of Ni ), the node Ni turns its type into branch.
Then, Ni updates its timer T3, initializes its BranchChoice to
empty, and writes in its neighbor table that it is elected by Nj .
If Ni was already a branch, it will just add automatically the
node Nj as its elected upstream or downstream branch nodes
to form a chain taking into account its relative position (upor downstream).
3) Algorithm 3. Leaf processing: a leaf Ni selects a node
as its branch, then it writes the branch address in its BranchChoice variable. When several branch candidates are detected,
some optimizations are introduced in the choice process. In
this work, Ni first looks for branch nodes driving in the same
direction, then it chooses the closer according to the distance.
Notice that two nodes drive in the same direction when:
|σN i − σN j | < σmax

(2)

When Ni detects no branch around after a time greater
than Vtime with respect to the timer T2, the node sets in its
BranchChoice the address of the leaf that is driving in the same
direction. Nevertheless, if more than one leaf is a candidate,
then the address of the candidate node having the lowest speed
is put in its BranchChoice. The chosen leaf will become a
branch after receiving a HELLO message from Ni . Selecting
branch nodes with low speeds ensures the stability of the
chain because, according to [23], the lower the relative speed
between the branch nodes, the better the radio communication.
When Ni has Nj address in its BranchChoice variable, if
Nj is still a branch node, Ni updates its time counter T3 with
the last reception timestamp of the HELLO message from Nj .
However, if Ni received no HELLO message from Nj for a
time longer than Vtime, it initializes its BranchChoice to empty
in order to join a new cluster.
4) Algorithm 4. Branch processing: a branch node Ni
participates in the creation of a chain. To this purpose, it
elects an upstream branch and a downstream one from its
current position, taking into account its trajectory direction.
The election process selects the branch nodes that, firstly,
currently exists and that, secondly, have not yet joined a chain
or have chosen Ni as a branch node of their chain.
By keeping the same upstream and downstream branch
nodes for Ni , while Ni location is maintained between them
(no overtaking) and Ni is still in their transmission range
(it receives their HELLO message), the algorithm favors the
stability of the chain.
When Ni detects no branch node either upstream or
downstream, it selects among its 1-hop neighbors the leaf node
driving in the same direction, provided that this latter brings
at least one more link, via its own 1-hop neighborhood, to a
new node previously unknown from Ni . Next, if several leaf
nodes are found, Ni selects, as BranchChoice, the address of
the one that has the highest CT value (see equation 1). This
election will change this leaf node into a branch node after the
reception of the next HELLO message from node Ni . To select
a new branch among leaf nodes, we do not consider a fixed
distance threshold to avoid restricting the scheme to only few
highway contexts. The advantage of using a communication
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network metric is to decrease the probability of choosing the
closest node, and therefore the risk of frequently breaking the
chain when vehicles overtake.
Ni updates the “Elected” variable for Nj in its 1-hop
neighbor table: if Nj is connected to Ni , the variable is set at
true and Ni updates its timer T3, otherwise the variable is set
at false.
The branch node Ni checks for the two selected nodes
(upstream and downstream) in its chain the duration elapsed
since it received the last HELLO message from this latter. Every neighbor having a duration higher than Vtime is removed.
When the sender Nj is already in the selected nodes
(upstream and downstream) in the chain of Ni , this latter
checks that the position of Nj (upstream or downstream), its
type, and its direction have not evolved, and that Ni address
appears in the selected nodes (upstream and downstream) in
the chain of Nj . If these conditions are fulfilled, Ni updates
the counter T3. If the relative position has changed, it corrects
the position of Nj in the or removes it.
5) Algorithm 5. Turn branch into leaf: a branch Ni goes
back to leaf type when it received no more HELLO messages
from any of the nodes that elected it for a duration above
Vtime. This process refers to the value T3.
IV. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents the performance evaluation of the
proposed CBL scheme over varying highway scenarios and
network traffic conditions. SUMO [28] is used in order to
generate the mobility traces of the vehicles over three different
road networks. The clustering scheme itself is modeled with
Matlab.
A. SUMO models
Three different road networks are modeled using the
SUMO simulator:
•

R1: 5 km-long three-lane one-way highway;

•

R2: 5 km-long three-lane two-way highway;

•

R3: 5 km-long three-lane two-way highway, an entrance and a highway exit. The exit is located at 1.8 km
from the beginning of the section, while the entrance
is located at 3 km of it.

Three different traffic density cases are considered for this
evaluation. In each case, a ratio of 1/6 trucks and 5/6 cars
is considered. The different traffic densities used are listed in
Table I. In the network R3, 25% of the vehicles arrive via the
highway entrance, 25% of the vehicles take the exit and 50%
of the vehicles just cross the whole road section.
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TABLE I. S CENARIOS AND VALUES OF ROAD TRAFFIC DEMAND

Low
Medium
High

Car
traffic
(veh/h/direction)
500
2000
4000

Truck
traffic
(veh/h/direction)
100
400
800

R1

R2

R3

S1
S2
S3

S4
S5
S6

S7
S8
S9

Cars
Trucks

SpeedFactor x
Legal speed limit

0.03

PDF

Density

0.04

0.02
0.01

maxSpeed

Where S1 to S9 are the scenarios.

0
40

TABLE II. K INEMATIC PARAMETERS FOR CARS AND TRUCKS

60

80

100

Speed [km/h]

120

140

160

F IGURE 3. P ROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION OF DESIRED SPEED FOR
CARS AND TRUCKS .
15

Acc
m/s2
2
1

Dcc
m/s2
3
2

L
m
5
15

σ
0.5
0.5

τ
s
1
1

MG
m
2.5
5

MS
km/h
150
130

SF
1
0.84

SD
0.1
0.1

10

5

Y (m)

Units
Cars
Trucks

The default car following model included in SUMO simulator is a variant of the Krauß model: each vehicle drives up to
its “desired speed”, while maintaining a perfect safety distance
with the leader vehicle (i.e. the front vehicle). The speed limit
is set at 130 km/h, which corresponds to the legal speed limit
on highways in France. We define two types of vehicles: cars
and trucks. Vehicles are modeled by a set of parameters (the
values are given in Table II):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acc: the acceleration capability of vehicles;
Dcc: the deceleration capability of vehicles;
L: the vehicle length;
σ: the Krauß driver imperfection (between 0 and 1);
τ : the driver-desired minimum time headway;
MinGap (M G): the offset to the leading vehicle when
standing in a jam;
MaxSpeed (M S): the maximum velocity of the vehicle;
SpeedFactor (SF ): the vehicles expected multiplicator
for lane speed limits;
SpeedDev (SD): the standard deviation of the speedFactor;

To achieve realistic car following behavior [29], it is
necessary to use speed distributions for the desired speed.
Otherwise, if all vehicles have the same desired speed, they
will not be able to catch up with their leader vehicle, thus
causing unrealistic situation. Therefore, two other parameters
have been introduced in order to use speed distributions
in SUMO: speedFactor and speedDev. For instance, using
speedF actor = 1 and speedDev = 0.1 will result in a speed
distribution where 95% of the vehicles drive at a speed ranging
from 80% to 120% of the legal speed limit (Fig. 3).
B. Matlab simulation
Simulation time for each of the nine scenarios is 500 s.
Nodes send a HELLO message every 1 s. The thresholds Vtime
are set at 3 s. The free space propagation model is used, with
a transmission range of 500 m.
C. Performance metrics
Seven performance metrics are considered. The average
values reported are picked up when the network is stable
(between 200 s and 500 s):
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0

−5

−10

Leaf vehicles

Branch vehicles

Chain link

Intra cluster link

−15
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

X (m)

F IGURE 4. S TATE OF CHAIN CONSTRUCTION IN THE CASE OF SCENARIO 5
AT TIME T=500 S

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

NB Chains: number of chains in the network
Branch/Chain: number of branch nodes per chain
1hop/Branch: number of 1-hop neighbors (in the
same traffic direction)
Leaf/Branch: number of leaf nodes per branch node
Branch time: duration that a node remains a branch
Leaf time: duration that a leaf node remains attached
to the same branch node
Leaf/Vanet: percentage of leaf nodes in the network

D. Results
The objective of these evaluations is to analyze the structure created by CBL. Simulating the scenario S5, we observed
that CBL leads to two separate chains, one in each road traffic
direction (Fig. 4).
Therefore, in this paper, only the results of S2 scenario
related to R1 road configuration are commented on, since
this latter is the usual configuration of highway traffic in
one direction (S2 represents the medium of the three studied
densities). However, the results of all the scenarios are in
Table III.
About 70% of the time (Fig. 5), there is only one chain
as targeted for S2 scenario. Sometimes the chains are broken,
mostly due to the changes in the order of the branch nodes
inside the chain, but they are quickly reconstructed. The
cumulative duration when there are more than one chain is
about 30% of the simulation time. It is noticed that chain
breaks increase with the density and the road configuration,
R3 reaching the highest scores due to a lot of vehicles entering
or leaving the road section (see Table III).
When the traffic becomes stable (Fig. 6), after about 150 s
of simulation, there are up to 100 vehicles on the highway.
We see that up to 75% of the nodes are of leaf type, and only
25% are actually branch nodes. This shows the ability of CBL
to optimize the flooding of broadcast traffic since only branch
nodes are allowed to relay it upstream, downstream, or both
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30

As is value
Time average 10s

25

4
2
0
0

50

100

150

200

250
300
Time (sec)

350

400

450

500

Mean number
Minimum number
Maximum number

20
15
10
5
0
0

200

50

100

150

200

250
300
Time (sec)

350

400

450

500

F IGURE 9. N UMBER OF 1- HOP NEIGHBORS IN THE CASE OF SCENARIO 2

100
0

0

1

2
3
4
Number of chains in the network

5

6

20

Number of nodes

F IGURE 5. N UMBER OF CHAINS AND ACCUMULATED TIME IN THE CASE
OF SCENARIO 2
150
100

Total
Leaf nodes
Branch nodes

Number of nodes

Time (s)

300

Number of nodes

Number of chains

6

15

Mean number
Minimum number
Maximum number

10

5

50
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Time (sec)

300

350

400

450

0
0

500

F IGURE 6. N ODE TYPE PARTITIONING IN THE CASE OF SCENARIO 2
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100

150

200

250
300
Time (sec)

350

400

450

500

F IGURE 10. N UMBER OF LEAF NODES ATTACHED TO A BRANCH NODE IN
THE CASE OF SCENARIO 2

300

Leaf nodes
Branch nodes

200
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200

Time (sec)

Number of nodes

400

100
0
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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0
0

F IGURE 7. N ODE TYPE PARTITIONING FOR EVERY SCENARIO (S1 TO S9)
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Time (sec)

350
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F IGURE 11. D URATION THAT A NODE REMAINS A BRANCH IN THE CASE
OF SCENARIO 2

As is value
Time average 10s

20

150
10
0
0

50

100

150

200

250
300
Time (sec)

350

400

450

500

F IGURE 8. N UMBER OF BRANCH NODES PER CHAIN IN THE CASE OF
SCENARIO 2

directions according to application requirements. These results
are confirmed in every scenario (Fig. 7), except in S1, S4, and
S7 where the traffic density is low, and therefore the clustering
is less efficient (more than 50% of branch nodes). Intuitively,
when the network is sparse, the vehicles are more spaced and
there are more isolated nodes that become branch nodes.
Looking at Fig. 8 and 5 together shows that there are about
25 branch nodes when there is only one chain and about 10
branch nodes per chain in the presence of several chains (chain
breaks). Each node has an average of 20 1-hop neighbors
(Fig. 9). The results show that an average of 5 nodes (25%
of the neighbors) choose the same branch node (Fig. 10). A
small number of branch nodes are chosen by 75% of their 1hop neighbors, others by only 10% mainly due to their position
(at the end of the chain, etc.). CBL parameters may be tuned
through time threshold value (Vtime) in order to improve the
balance between the number of 1-hop neighbors of a node and
that of the leaf nodes choosing it as their branch.
Each selected node remains a branch about 70 s (Fig. 11).
Even for a vehicle moving at the lowest speed of 80 km/h,
it stays a branch over 1.5 km (3 times the maximum range),
which is a significant distance even on a highway. Moreover,
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F IGURE 12. D URATION THAT A LEAF REMAINS ATTACHED TO THE SAME
BRANCH NODE IN THE CASE OF SCENARIO 2

TABLE III. M EAN RESULT VALUES FOR ALL SCENARIOS
Scenario
NB Chains
Branch/Chain
1hop/Branch
Leaf/Branch
Branch time(s)
Leaf time(s)
Leaf/Vanet(%)

1
1.65
13.7
3.9
1.94
64.4
18.8
28

2
1.96
15.9
18.8
4.75
71.9
20.6
76

3
2.04
18.9
38.6
7.03
70.0
21.3
85

4
3.29
12.1
4.8
1.94
65.1
15.6
25

5
2.68
20.4
21.2
4.89
73
22.5
77

6
3.63
17.8
38.2
6.84
73.5
22.6
84

7
3.36
9.4
4.1
2.31
59.4
8.6
46

8
6.36
10.4
17.7
3.43
53.6
23.8
67

9
9.29
11.3
37.8
4.42
57.7
16.5
76

See section IV-C for the definition of performance metrics.

each leaf node remains attached to the same branch for 20 s
on average (Fig. 12). It is also known that most V2V safety
applications have a message transmission periodicity ranging
from 50 ms to 500 ms. Consequently, that 70-second time
represents at least up to 40 alerts from a leaf node relayed by
the same branch node to the entire network. These values are
almost the same over all 9 scenarios (Table III).
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V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In the CBL clustering scheme, the vehicles that move at
lower speed in the same traffic direction are good candidates
(branches) for building a stable backbone that we call a chain.
The greater the number of vehicles, the longer the chain. Each
vehicle moving faster is a leaf that attaches itself to a branch
node covering its current location in order to communicate
with the entire VANET. The evaluations show that CBL leads
to a structure that may improve VANET performance regarding
several metrics. First, the branch nodes represent only 25%,
thus allowing optimization of the flooding of broadcast traffic.
Then, among all the neighbors of a given branch, only those
having the better link quality with this latter (25% to 55%)
actually choose it as a branch. The others select other branch
nodes, which will result in a global structure with better link
quality in the VANET. Finally, this study shows that CBL leads
to significant stability since there is only one chain 70% of the
time. A node elected as a branch remains a branch for 70 s,
and it can serve each of its leaf nodes for 20 s. At 130 km/h,
such a leaf would have moved over 720 m while being
connected to the same branch node, which is longer than the
communication range offered by a fixed RSU. As a clustering
approach, CBL can be used in a global VANET architecture
including also V2I communications, which makes it compliant
to ETSI Geonetworking requirements. However, unlike other
geographic routing protocols, CBL is not dependent from any
global location service. Future work will consist in finding optimal values of CBL parameters for different traffic conditions,
and in comparing with other clustering schemes.
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